[Studies on the responsiveness of human adrenocortical tumors to ACTH the clinical and experimental observations (author's transl)].
Six cases of Cushing's syndrome with adrenocortical tumors which showed a variety of responsiveness to ACTH were investigated in relation to their clinical pictures and laboratory findings. Abnormal responses to ACTH in tumors was analyzed by in vitro experiments with surgically obtained tumor tissues, and the ACTH responsive mechanism of the tumors was discussed. An 8 hour intravenous ACTH infusion test showed that three of these patients were ACTH responsive, and the other three unresponsive. Histological observation of the tumors revealed that ACTH responsive tumors were adenomas and that ACTH unresponsive tumors were "black adenomas" in two and a carcinoma in one. To investigate possible factors which might account for these differences in ACTH responsiveness, tumor specimens of each one of the responsive and unresponsive adenomas, and a carcinoma were subjected to in vitro studies. When incubated with ACTH or cyclic AMP, tissue sections of a responsive adenoma enhanced cortisol secretion, while that of a black adenoma failed to show any change. Steroidogenesis by carcinoma sections were significantly suppressed in the presence of ACTH or cyclic AMP. Cycloheximide abolished a stimulatory effect of ACTH and cyclic AMP on steroidogenesis in a responsive adenoma without affecting its basal secretion of cortisol. Steroidogenesis by unresponsive tumors (an adenoma and a carcinoma) were decreased by cycloheximide. Since the conversion of cholesterol to pregnenolone, the rate limiting step in steroidogenesis, takes place in adrenal mitochondria, the effect of cyclic AMP on pregnenolone formation from 14C-cholesterol by mitochondrial fractions of these tumors was examined. Cyclic AMP stimulated pregnenolone formation by mitochondrial fraction of an ACTH responsive adenoma, while with that of an unresponsive adenoma pregnenolone formation was not affected. Pregnenolone formation by cancer mitochondria was significantly suppressed by cyclic AMP. These results suggest that the unresponsiveness to ACTH of these tumors might be explained by the ineffectiveness of cyclic AMP to stimulate pregnenolone formation by tumor mitochondria, and that the steroidogenic pathway in unresponsive tumors are in an enhanced state even without cyclic AMP. It should be mentioned that all unresponsive adenomas gave a characteristic appearance of a "black adenoma". Histologically, tumors were composed of compact cells with abundant lipofuscin granules. The possible relationship between the ACTH responsiveness of adrenocortical tumors and some clinical pictures caused by them was also noticed. ACTH unresponsive adenomas resulted in shorter duration, severer conditions of the disease and higher 17-ketosteroid excretion than responsive adenomas. The growth of unresponsive tumors seemed faster than that of responsive ones.